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A treasure of deep beauty; timeless healing chants and ambient sounds that will soothe and transport you

on a luminous journey of inner attunement and spiritual healing - "Best of 2001 - New Age" 9 MP3 Songs

NEW AGE: Healing, NEW AGE: Meditation Details: Following her groundbreaking work with crystal

singing bowls, CRYSTAL VOICES pioneer and sound healer Deborah Van Dyke expands into the realm

of divine chants and mantras with this transmission of remarkable beauty that will touch you profoundly as

it transports you on a healing journey with sacred, intentional sound. Recorded live in her healing

sanctuary, the essence of sacred ceremony is captured in this exceptional CD, awarded "Best of 2001 -

New Age - Amazon.com". This CD (the companion to Deborah Van Dyke's definitive book on sound

healing: "Travelling the Sacred Sound Current: Keys for Conscious Evolution") is a gathering of some of

the most divine chants and healing mantras from throughout the ages which, along with crystal bowls,

drums, gongs, didjeridoo, nature tones, and ancient vessels, provide a deep vibrational sound journey for

inner attunement, healing and meditation. Sit back, relax, and be prepared to embark on an inner voyage

of transformation with this sacred ceremonial music and Deborah's compelling, soulful vocals. You will be

soothed and transported to a place of deep inner peace. As Deborah describes, "The vibratory nature of

sound permeates our physical, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies. Sacred sound creates a field of

frequency facilitating body-mind healing and access to higher fields of consciousness. The merging of a

mantra's sound vibration with its meaning creates a vibrant power and blessing which is bestowed to both

the chanter and the greater whole." This CD offers a sound vision quest for awakening, purification, and

opening gateways of consciousness. Music created with a sacred healing intention - a frequency-shifting,

soul-enriching experience. RECENT REVIEWS: "Following her remarkably beautiful and top-selling

CRYSTAL VOICES CD's, heralded by critics, customers and even Dr. Wayne Dyer, sound healer and

teacher Deborah Van Dyke presents Travelling the Sacred Sound Current, audio companion to her finely

wrought book of the same name. Van Dyke's musical offering, used in conjunction with the book or as a
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standalone tool, moves beyond relaxation and entertainment value into the realm of spiritual and

therapeutic practice and purpose. Based on sound scientific principle, Van Dyke uses frequencies and

tones to promote maximal benefit to body, mind and spirit. These nine pieces bring together ancient

mantras and chants, crystal bowl tones, drums and didgeridoo, as well as nature sounds and Peruvian

whistles, to create the thread-work of a profoundly interactive listening experience. Travelling the Sacred

Sound Current resonates with deep beauty, peace and truth. Neither far afield in woo-woo content nor

loftily academic, Van Dyke's work is a welcome invitation, likely to appeal to both the intensive meditation

student and the casual or novice seeker." - Paige La Grone, AmazonEditorial Review "Sometimes in life

when I'm faced with the experience of otherworldly beauty I am simply awestruck, - to the point of being

left speechless. This is one of those moments. Deborah Van Dyke has created one of the most glorious

New Age recordings I can remember. Crafted through the use of some very natural textures, its poetic

rhythms are sensual and astonishingly pure. There is a complexity to the CD that is as unique as each

human life. In just the first few breaths of listening I could feel the sweetest altering of my physical body

taking place. A shift in posture, an expansion of my senses, and a fluttering of excitement in my heart's

heart. The naturalness, the eloquent harmony and echo, all come together to offer such a tremendous gift

to creation. For centering, grounding, gifting, doing healing work with others, Travelling the Sacred Sound

Current intuitively knows the listener's need and exceeds that requirement with a universal gift of

transformation". - PLANETLIGHTWORKER Magazine, Oct/03, Editor's review "Meditating to this

soundtrack, the listener is able to experience the effects of sound on his/her mental status and physical

well-being. Stress can melt away, and pain be diminished, as a shift in consciousness takes place. I

highly recommend this CD to health care professionals, their patients and, indeed, anyone who wishes to

pursue a healthy lifestyle." - Dr. Stephen M. Sagar, MD, Oncologist, Professor of Medicine, Founding

Director of Complementary Medicine/Ontario Medical Association, Author "Restored Harmony" "Deep

spiritual journey....this powerful CD is the ULTIMATE meditation experience; healing soundscapes on par

with Dean Evenson, Steve Halpern." - ALL MUSIC GUIDE, Jim Brenholts "Deborah Van Dyke has

expanded her sacred sound beyond the crystal voice into the human grounded voice that embodies the

knowledge and power of the mantra. This is a well rounded CD in the realm of consciousness expansion

incorporating contemporary soulful soundscapes, ancient sound seeds and visionary guided meditations.

It is a golden plate of sound to suit anyone's exploration of the sacred sound current. It is also an



excellent companion to the book which has truly been blessed by the Mother! This book is rich with Her

Beauty with the images contained therein and through Deborah's words and those of the Masters who

have walked in the before. Not only has Deborah given a well rounded view of the journey of the Soul

with the Sacred Sound Current, but she has created a vessel in which to reflect the manifestation of that

sound with such exquisite colour! Combined with the journey of the actual sounds of the CD, the sensory

travelling is complete. This book truly invites one into the current and allows the perspective from many

angles of what it is to work consciously with sacred sound. Thus, it is a superb tool for not only inspiring

people, but giving them ground level introduction into why they might venture into this powerful path of

exploration. I love this book! - Janice Hualani Mark, Sound Healer, Inspirational Speaker, Toronto,

Ontario "This very serene and exquisitely tuned album from Deborah Van Dyke is a sonic companion to

her book. Though the book and CD are designed to be used together, the CD stands strong on its own

merits as a beautiful recording. As she says, 'the nature of sound is nonlinear; a vibratory wave that

penetrates deep into the transcendental field of the listener, far deeper than written words are able and

thus the musical accompaniment'. Close your eyes and you will be in one of Deborah's Sound and Light

concerts as these sacred mantras unfold on this CD." - BRANCHES OF LIGHT REVIEWS, Banyen

Books  Sound, Vancouver, BC "Deborah's Sacred Sound Current CD is nothing short of transformational.

Upon listening to this CD I was entranced by the sacred energy that carried a divine essence of

synthesis, balance and unity. Its healing quality is like none I have heard...the vibration, pure intention

and quality is of the highest. I could feel ritual and ceremony imparted in each piece. When I was called to

be officiant as an interfaith minister for a dear friend's husband's tragic death, I incorporated Deborah's

CD, particularly the chants, into the service. The tenderly grieving, traditionally religious were touched and

healed on many levels with Deborah's voice, chants, and healing vibrational sounds. The divine energies

resounding her CD melted the crystallization of the moment's pain and brought light and beauty to the

heart's of so many. Deborah's work is cutting edge, unadulterated illumined sound vibration - healing into

wholeness those open to receive. With utmost respect for this gifted artist and healer, this is a must for all

seekers of truth and for those beginning the great search. Deborah guides and facilitates one's journey to

the core of being with grace and divine knowing. The beautiful framework of note, tone and vibration

deepens the sojourner to "the Oneness of All That is". The angelic meter will bring clarity to your soul and

compassion to your heart. Do not pass this one up. It is a gift to the soul of humankind." - Lee Ann



Dzelzkalns, Interfaith Minister, Milwaukee, WI, Author of View From The Mountaintop Note: Deborah's

book "Travelling the Sacred Sound Current: Keys for Conscious Evolution" is available at amazonor

through Deborah's Sound Current website: soundcurrent.net
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